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Abstract - This study presents a comprehensive analysis of user reviews for the SimobiPlus mobile banking application in 

Indonesia. By leveraging state-of-the-art natural language processing techniques, including IndoBERT embeddings and 

machine learning classifiers (SVM, Naïve Bayes, KNN, Random Forest, Logistic Regression), we perform multi-dimensional 

sentiment analysis and topic modelling on a dataset of over 7,000 user reviews. Our approach classifies reviews based on 

sentiment (positive/negative), information type (bug report, feature request, user experience, ratings), objectives (app-related, 

company-related), and emotions (anger, joy, disgust, etc.). We also extract key topics and issues discussed in the reviews using 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The results demonstrate the effectiveness of SVM with hyperparameter tuning for sentiment 

classification (91% accuracy) and identify several recurring themes in user feedback, such as login/update errors, transaction 

failures, and requests for new features. Notably, we find that stemming has minimal impact on classification performance for 

this Indonesian language dataset. Our findings provide actionable insights for developers and managers to prioritize app 

improvements and enhance the overall user experience of mobile banking services. This study contributes to the growing body 

of research on data-driven user feedback analysis and offers practical recommendations for digital banking innovation in 

emerging markets. 

Keywords - Mobile banking, Sentiment analysis, Text mining, Topic modelling. 

1. Introduction  
Mobile banking represents a pivotal adaptation within the 

banking sector to the digital age, offering users the 

convenience of conducting financial transactions seamlessly 

through mobile devices [1]. The ease provided by mobile 

banking has yielded positive impacts on the trend of 

transaction amounts via mobile banking platforms from 2016 

to 2021 in Indonesia [2]. As depicted in Figure 1, there has 

been a notable increase in transaction amounts, signaling 

mobile banking as a high-performing media delivery channel. 

Consequently, mobile banking presents an opportunity for 

banks to augment revenue streams by consistently delivering 

mobile banking services that effectively cater to the evolving 

needs of users [1].User feedback from the App Store and 

Google Play Store, including ratings and reviews, serves as a 

crucial parameter to gauge the effectiveness of mobile banking 

in meeting user needs [2], [3]. However, discrepancies often 

arise between the ratings and accompanying reviews, as 

illustrated in Figure 2, warranting further analysis of reviews 

to accurately gauge user satisfaction. These reviews, devoid of 

a standardized format, can be posted spontaneously by users 

anytime and anywhere [3], [4]. Manual analysis of hundreds 

of comments per month by banking institutions can result in 

prolonged conclusions [3], [4]. Consequently, researchers 

have increasingly turned to text-mining methods to expedite 

the review analysis process.  

 
Fig. 1 Transaction Amount Using Mobile Banking [1] 
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Fig. 2 Sample of rating & Review 

Text mining involves extracting information from high-

quality textual data and can pinpoint issues within the text 

pertaining to a specific topic. In the realm of sentiment 

analysis, text mining aids in discerning the emotional tone 

underlying user statements [4], [5]. 

Referencing the fact that mobile banking in Indonesia 

holds a positive appeal, investigating user reviews of mobile 

banking in Indonesia becomes an intriguing endeavor. This 

was exemplified by [6], who classified user comments on BNI 

Mobile Banking into positive or negative sentiments using a 

Support Vector Machine (SVM). With the aim of comparing 

algorithm performance with and without k-fold validation, 

they found that k-fold validation could enhance model 

accuracy from 78.19% to 78.45% in experiments with 60% 

training data and 40% testing data. [7] also delved into 

research to glean insights into customer satisfaction with 

digital banking in Indonesia (Jenius, Jago, and Blu) based on 

sentiment analysis from Twitter.  

They employed a diverse array of algorithms, including 

Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, SVM, Decision Tree, K-

Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Random Forest, Adaptive 

Boosting (AdaBoost), eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), 

and Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LGBM). SVM 

outperformed other algorithms with an accuracy of 74.29%. 

They also visualized word clouds to discern frequently 

discussed topics, revealing that negative sentiment often 

stemmed from complaints regarding poor user experience and 

complex policies. Furthermore, [8] conducted research to 

analyze user reviews of NeoBank due to its perceived low 

rating (3.9). Utilizing SVM, they achieved the highest 

accuracy of 82.33% with a scenario of 90% training data and 

10% testing data. Similar to the study by [7], word cloud was 

also visualized in this research, highlighting that a lack of 

education on NeoBank app usage was the most frequently 

discussed negative aspect by users. From the experiment 

above, it is evident that SVM exhibits excellent performance 

in classifying mobile banking reviews in Indonesia, achieving 

accuracy rates exceeding 70%. To contribute to existing 

research, this study delves into user satisfaction with 

SimobiPlus, a mobile banking platform that has not been 

extensively studied previously. SimobiPlus presents an 

intriguing subject for investigation due to its substantial user 

base exceeding 1 million, as reported on the Google Play Store 

(Apr 2024). Moreover, according to [9], mobile banking usage 

on the SimobiPlus platform surged by 55%, with transaction 

values experiencing a 31% growth in 2021.  

These statistics underscore SimobiPlus’ potential for 

providing valuable insights into sentiment analysis within the 

Indonesian mobile banking landscape. To achieve this, we 

leverage various algorithms previously employed in text 

mining studies [6], [7], [8], including Naïve Bayes, SVM, 

Random Forest, Logistic Regression, and KNN. These 

algorithms are applied to a dataset comprising 7000 user 

reviews spanning the past two years (April 2021 – March 

2023), sourced from both the Google Play Store and App 

Store. Our objective extends beyond sentiment classification 

(positive/negative) to encompass other dimensions, aiming for 

a comprehensive understanding beneficial to the company.  

While previous researchers have explored various 

dimensions in review analysis [10], [11], [12], [13], these 

perspectives have not been specifically tailored to mobile 

banking reviews in Indonesia. Hence, our research introduces 

a novel approach by incorporating sentiment analysis 

alongside considerations for the type of information (bug 

report, feature request, user experience, ratings), objective 

(app-related & company-related), and emotions (anger, 

disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and neutral). Through this 

multifaceted approach, we aim to offer fresh insights and a 

deeper comprehension of user satisfaction with SimobiPlus, 

ultimately contributing to the enhancement of mobile banking 

services in Indonesia. 

This study aims to identify the most suitable algorithm for 

classifying SimobiPlus mobile banking reviews and uncover 

frequently discussed topics among users. Diverging from 

previous research, this study employs a probability 

distribution-based approach to extract prevalent topics from 

user reviews. The algorithm utilized is Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA), a topic modelling machine learning 

method renowned for identifying patterns and relationships 

within text data by leveraging the concept of data distribution 

[14], [15], [16]. This research contributes significantly to the 

banking landscape in Indonesia by broadening the scope of 

mobile banking research objects. By providing insights into 

user sentiments, types of information, objectives, and 

emotions, as well as prevalent discussion topics, this study 

equips companies with valuable information for evaluating 

and enhancing SimobiPlus or other mobile banking 

applications. Ultimately, the findings of this research can drive 

improvements in user experience and overall service quality 

within the mobile banking sector. 
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This study is organized into several sections: in Part II, 

previous studies regarding the theory used in this study are 

presented; in Part III, the research process used in this study is 

explained; and in Part IV, the results of data analysis and 

discussion are presented. Then, in the last section, Part V will 

provide conclusions from the research conducted along with 

recommendations for future work based on this study. 

2. Previous Research 
2.1. Mobile Banking 

Mobile banking is a form of innovation provided by banks 

to facilitate their customers in conducting financial 

transactions. According to a literature study conducted by 

[17], mobile banking is a service or product offered by banks 

using portable technology. Mobile banking that can be 

accessed via smartphone is a solution that can be used by 

customers to conduct financial transactions anytime and 

anywhere, as well as generate benefits in the form of time 

savings and shorter customer queues. Mobile banking 

provides benefits to the banking industry in terms of cost 

savings, attracting new customers and retaining old customers 

[17]. 

2.2. Text Representation 

The extraction of features from unstructured data, such as 

textual data, is a crucial step in natural language processing. 

This process involves converting textual data into numerical 

vectors, a task that has evolved over time [18]. One traditional 

method for this process is Term Frequency (TF), which counts 

the occurrences of words in a document [7]. However, due to 

TF’s dependency on word weights and its tendency to 

overlook specific words, the Term Frequency-Inverse 

Document Frequency (TF-IDF) method was introduced. TF-

IDF combines TF with IDF to measure the importance of 

words in a corpus and extract significant features or keywords 

from text [7], [19], [20]. This method has gained popularity 

and is frequently utilized in sentiment analysis research [2], 

[3], [6], [8], [21], [22].Recently, the Bidirectional Encoder 

Representations from Transformers (BERT) method emerged, 

introduced in 2018. BERT utilizes a multi-layer transformer 

and operates bidirectionally on extensive datasets, 

incorporating a self-attention mechanism to understand the 

relationship between words in a sentence comprehensively 

[23], [24], [25]. Research conducted by [26] demonstrated that 

BERT outperforms TF-IDF, achieving an accuracy of 88% 

and highlighting its efficacy as a feature extraction method. 

Variations of the BERT model have been adapted for specific 

languages, such as IndoBERT. IndoBERT is a modification of 

BERT Base tailored to the Indonesian language. It is pre-

trained on the Indo4B dataset, which comprises four billion 

pre-processed Indonesian text data sourced from various 

platforms, including online news, social media, Wikipedia, 

and more [27]. IndoBERT’s pre-training process exclusively 

employs the Masked Language Model (MLM). This 

modification has been widely embraced by researchers 

investigating Indonesian language data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Sentiment analysis process 

In summary, the evolution of feature extraction methods, 

from TF-IDF to BERT and its variations like IndoBERT, 

underscores the continuous advancements in natural language 

processing techniques and their significant implications for 

research and applications in various domains. 

2.3. Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis is the process of scrutinizing users’ 

sentiments or feelings regarding their experiences with an 

application [28], [29], [30]. This undertaking utilizes machine 

learning techniques, specifically the classification method 

derived from supervised learning. Classification stands as a 

cornerstone in machine learning pursuits, particularly within 

supervised learning, where historical data is harnessed to 

categorize discrete labelled data [31]. The steps involved in 

sentiment analysis are delineated in Figure 3. 

User reviews of applications represent focal points in 

classification research. Typically, scholars classify these 

reviews into sentiment-based categories such as positive, 

negative, or neutral [2], [6], [7], [8], [21], [26], [32]. 

SVM and Naïve Bayes emerge as widely adopted 

algorithms renowned for their robust performance. SVM’s 

prowess in seeking optimal hyperplanes for data segregation 

bolsters generalization and curbs overfitting, thereby 

facilitating superior data adaptation [33].  

Notable examples include [7] achieving the highest 

accuracy in digital payment application reviews (74.29%) 

with SVM and [18] attaining 97.17% accuracy in mobile 

application reviews with SVM. Similarly, Naïve Bayes 

demonstrates commendable accuracy, as evidenced by [2], 

achieving 89.65% accuracy in mobile banking review data. 

Logistic Regression, KNN, and Random Forest are other 

frequently employed algorithms for text classification [3], [7], 

[21], [22], [26]. 
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Fig. 4 Topic modelling process [34] 

In further exploration of review classification, scholars 

can categorize reviews into additional dimensions, such as the 

type of information (e.g., bug report, feature request, user 

experience, ratings) [12], objectives (e.g., application and 

company) [13], and emotions (e.g., anger, disgust, fear, joy, 

sadness, surprise, neutral) [10].  

Beyond merely gauging user sentiment toward the 

application, this classification facilitates swift identification of 

the reviewer’s intent, target audience, and emotional response 

to using the application, thereby furnishing invaluable insights 

for product enhancement and user satisfaction. 

2.4. Topic Modelling 

Topic modelling emerges as a potent tool for scrutinizing 

extensive volumes of textual data, including content sourced 

from social media platforms [35]. It functions on the premise 

that each document comprises a blend of topics, with each 

topic delineated by a probability distribution of words [36]. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) stands at the forefront of 

topic modelling techniques in machine learning, aimed at 

uncovering intricate patterns and correlations within textual 

documents [14], [15], [16].  

This method relies on probability distributions, positing 

that a distribution of topics can elucidate each document while 

each topic can be explicated by a distribution of words [32]. 

Within the realm of topic modelling, the algorithm 

operates by calculating the number of topics, each labelled 

based on when the highest coherence value is attained. A 

higher coherence value signifies the optimal selection of 

topics. Interpretation of each topic is deduced based on the 

weight/probability of each word within the respective topic. A 

higher probability value indicates a stronger association of the 

word with the topic. 

Researchers commonly harness review data to embark on 

topic modelling endeavours, with the objective of uncovering 

pivotal themes and insights. For instance, [32] employed LDA 

to delve into topics within user reviews of mobile banking 

applications, thereby pinpointing areas necessitating 

enhancement. They highlighted elements such as 

convenience, simplicity, and usability as commendable 

features to maintain while shedding light on issues like OTP 

code transmission failures, connectivity glitches, and 

challenges encountered during the login and registration 

process, warranting attention. 

Beyond expediting review classification, topic extraction 

from user reviews assumes paramount importance for 

conducting comprehensive analyses. This approach empowers 

companies to delve deeper into the strengths and weaknesses 

of their applications, thereby facilitating continuous 

assessment and refinement aimed at augmenting user 

satisfaction [32]. The topic modelling process is visually 

depicted in Figure 4. 

3. Methodology 
  The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining 

(CRISP-DM) framework, which is an open standard process 

model that describes the general approach used by data mining 

experts [37], [38], was used in this study. The steps taken can 

be seen in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5 Research flow 

3.1 Business Understanding 

The Business Understanding process is carried out to 

determine the problem and final goal of the research from the 

business side. Seeing the fact that mobile banking is a 

promising business in the banking industry encourages banks 

to continue providing mobile banking services that can meet 

the needs of its users.  

Information mining from SimobiPlus user review data 

using a machine learning approach was carried out in this 

research so that banks can process review data on a large scale 

quickly and focus on creating business process innovations 

that are relevant to the needs of their users in accordance with 

the input received. 

3.2. Data Understanding 

SimobiPlus user review data spanning from April 2021 to 

March 2023 was scraped from both the Google Play Store and 

App Store using Python version 3.9. Utilizing the 

google_play_store and app_store_scraper libraries, a total of 

7,017 reviews were collected, comprising 232 from the App 

Store and 6,785 from the Google Play Store.  

Each review record was given 4 label categories, a process 

facilitated by three individuals who were not language experts. 

This approach was adopted due to the informal nature of the 

reviews, written in everyday language easily interpretable by 

the public accustomed to casual language use. The 4 

categories and distribution of labels can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6 Label distribution 

When carrying out the data labeling process, 147 reviews 

were found whose meaning could not be interpreted, such as 

“Kkfx xx Szzza” and “Jx”. 294 full reviews in English are also 

marked because this research focuses on processing 

Indonesian language review data. Reviews that could not be 

interpreted or were in full English were not removed from the 

dataset because it is inevitable that there will be similar 

reviews in the future. These two review categories are given 

fuzzy labels so that if there is a similar review later, the model 

can still have optimal performance because it can handle 

reviews other than reviews in Indonesian. 

3.3. Data Preparation 

Referring to research conducted by [6], 6 stages were 

carried out in text data preparation. The 6 stages consist of: 

1. Data cleaning: clean data from punctuation marks, 

numbers, and spaces, and translate emojis into words. 

2. Tokenization: breaking down sentences or groups of 

sentences into words, symbols, or other elements that 

have meaning. 

3. Case folding: converts all characters to lowercase. 

4. Spelling Normalization: changing the spelling of a word 

to a more common or correct standard form. 

5. Stopword Removal (filtering): delete words that appear 

frequently and do not have important meaning. 

6. Stemming: the process of changing words back into basic 

words. 

Table 1. Example of data preparation 

Original Review Veryyyyyy good apk like it         

Data Cleaning 
Veryyyyyy good apk like it face 

smile and sweat 

Tokenization 
[‘Veryyyyyy’, ‘good’, ‘apk’, ‘like’, 

‘it’, ‘face’, ‘smile’, ‘and’, ‘sweat’] 

Case Folding 
[‘veryyyyyy’, ‘good’, ‘apk’, ‘like’, 

‘it’, ‘face’, ‘smile’, ‘and’, ‘sweat’] 

Spelling 

Normalization 

[‘veryyyyyy’, ‘good’, ‘application, 

‘like’, ‘it’, ‘face’, ‘smile’, ‘and’, 

‘sweat’] 

Stopword 

Removal 

[‘veryyyyyy’, ‘good’, ‘application, 

‘like’, ‘face’, ‘smile’, ‘sweat’] 

Stemming 
[‘very, ‘good’, ‘application, ‘like’, 

‘face’, ‘smile’, ‘sweat’] 

These 6 stages can be seen in Table 1. 

Furthermore, based on previous research [39], where 

affixes can give different meanings to a word in Indonesian, 

in this research, two types of experiments were carried out, 

which is: 

(a) Non-Stemming Dataset Experience: using datasets 

without stemming (only carrying out 5 stages of data 

preparation). 

(b) Stemming Dataset Experience: using datasets that go 

through the stemming step. 

Then, the process was broken down into 2 parts, such as 

review classification into multi-dimensional sentiment 

analysis and topic modelling. 

3.3.1. Multi-Dimensional Sentiment Analysis 

In this section, the process of data separation and feature 

extraction is carried out. The two datasets (Non-Stemming 

Dataset and Stemming Dataset) were then divided in a ratio of 

80:20 for training data and test data, where the percentage 

refers to the Pareto Principle [40].  

In this data-splitting process, the stratify parameter is 

used, which helps ensure that the class proportions in the 

initial data are maintained in both subsets of the resulting data 

(in the training data and testing data).  

This parameter is crucial for handling class imbalance 

because it helps prevent the training or testing data from being 

skewed towards one class, which could lead to biased model 

performance.  

By maintaining a proportional representation of each 

class in both sets, the model learns more effectively from 

diverse examples and can make more accurate predictions for 

minority classes [41]. The split dataset is then extracted into a 

numerical vector using the text representation of 

theIndoBERT pre-train model. 
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Table 2. Hyperparameter Configuration 

ALGORITHM PARAM 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 
param_grid = {'estimator__C': [0.1, 1, 10], 

'estimator__gamma': [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1]} 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 
param_grid = {'estimator__C': [0.1, 1, 10], 

'estimator__degree': [2, 3, 4]} 

Random Forest 

param_grid = {'estimator__bootstrap': [True], 

'estimator__max_features': [2, 3], 

'estimator__max_depth': [20, 30], 

'estimator__min_samples_leaf': [2, 4], 

'estimator__min_samples_split': [5, 10], 

'estimator__n_estimators': [100, 200]} 

Naïve Bayes param_grid = {'var_smoothing': [1e-9, 1e-8, 1e-7, 1e-6, 1e-5, 1e-4]} 

Logistic Regression 

param_grid = {'estimator__C': [0.001, 0.1, 1], 

'estimator__penalty': ['l1', 'l2'], 

'estimator__solver' : ['liblinear', 'lbfgs', 'newton-cg']} 

KNN 
param_grid = {'estimator__n_neighbors': [3, 5, 7], 

'estimator__weights': ['uniform', 'distance']} 

 

3.3.2. Topic Modelling 

In this section, the feature extraction process is carried 

out. The dataset used in the topic modelling experiment is the 

Non-Stemming Dataset. The feature extraction process in this 

experiment was carried out using TF-IDF because the topic 

modelling algorithm that will be used (LDA) does not yet 

support BERT text representation. 

3.4. Modelling 

Continuing the results of text representation in the 

previous sub-chapter, the modelling process is also divided 

into 2 parts, such as multi-dimensional sentiment analysis and 

topic modelling. 

3.4.1. Multi-dimensional Sentiment Analysis 

The training phase on the dataset employs various 

machine learning algorithms, including Naïve Bayes, SVM 

(with RBF and Polynomial kernels), Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest, and KNN, to construct a review prediction 

model based on initial labels. Data balancing is achieved using 

the class_weight = ‘balanced’ parameter in each algorithm, 

which automatically assigns greater weight to minority 

classes, thereby enhancing the model’s ability to handle class 

imbalances without the introduction of synthetic data, which 

may add complexity.  

However, this parameter is not utilized by Naïve Bayes 

due to its inherent limitations. In this study, a total of 96 

sentiment analysis models were developed, encompassing 4 

labels associated with SimobiPlus mobile banking user 

reviews. These models represent a fusion of 6 algorithms with 

diverse treatments, including some employing stemming, 

while others do not, some undergoing hyperparameter tuning, 

and others not. The hyperparameter configurations utilized are 

detailed in Table 2. 

3.4.2. Topic Modeling Experiment 

A subsequent experiment was conducted to harness the 

dataset for crafting a topic model through Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA). This model is instrumental in discerning 

prevalent themes within the review dataset under examination.  

Initially, 21 topics were initiated to unravel recurring 

subjects deliberated by users. Subsequently, during the 

Evaluation phase, pertinent topics will be meticulously sieved 

for further analysis. 

3.5. Evaluation 

In the comprehensive sentiment analysis framework, 

various evaluation metrics were employed to assess the 

efficacy of each algorithm utilized. The performance of each 

algorithm is detailed in Table 3.  

Additionally, a comprehensive elucidation of each 

evaluation metric utilized is provided in the following 

exposition [42], [43], [44]. 

1. Accuracy: the value of all correct predictions for all 

predictions produced. 

2. F1-Score: harmonic mean of precision and recall (this 

metric is useful when balancing precision and recall). 

3. Precision: TP prediction value for all positive predictions. 

4. Recall: TP predicted the value of all actual positives. 

Additionally, several terms are employed to assess the 

performance of an algorithm [44], [45]: 

1. True positive (TP): the prediction indicates a positive 

outcome and aligns with the actual positive classification. 

2. False positive (FP): The prediction indicates a negative 

outcome, yet the actual classification is positive. 

3. False negative (FN): The prediction indicates a positive 

outcome, but the actual classification is negative. 
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Table 3. Evaluation results of review classifications 

S
en

ti
m

en
t 

Method 

Non Hyperparameter Tuning Hyperparameter Tuning 

F1-

Score 
Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy Precision Recall 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

N
o

n
-S

te
m

m
in

g
 

0.83 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 

Logistic Regression 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90 

Random Forest 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 

KNN 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 

Naive Bayes 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.66 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 
S

te
m

m
in

g
 

0.83 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.89 

Logistic Regression 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.90 

Random Forest 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 

KNN 0.84 0.84 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 

Naive Bayes 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.71 0.66 

O
b

je
ct

iv
es

 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

N
o

n
-S

te
m

m
in

g
 

0.90 0.87 0.94 0.87 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.89 0.86 0.94 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.91 

Logistic Regression 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.92 

Random Forest 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.96 

KNN 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.91 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 

Naive Bayes 0.35 0.27 0.91 0.27 0.35 0.27 0.91 0.27 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

S
te

m
m

in
g

 

0.90 0.87 0.94 0.87 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.89 0.86 0.94 0.86 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.91 

Logistic Regression 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.95 0.92 

Random Forest 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.96 

KNN 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.91 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.93 

Naive Bayes 0.35 0.27 0.91 0.27 0.35 0.27 0.91 0.27 

T
y

p
e 

o
f 

In
fo

rm
a

ti
o

n
 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

N
o

n
-S

te
m

m
in

g
 

0.72 0.70 0.74 0.70 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.72 0.71 0.75 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.76 0.73 

Logistic Regression 0.74 0.73 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.77 0.73 

Random Forest 0.69 0.74 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.75 0.73 0.75 

KNN 0.64 0.62 0.70 0.62 0.71 0.72 0.71 0.72 

Naive Bayes 0.36 0.35 0.56 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.56 0.35 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

S
te

m
m

in
g

 

0.72 0.70 0.74 0.70 0.75 0.76 0.76 0.76 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.72 0.71 0.75 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.76 0.73 

Logistic Regression 0.74 0.73 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.77 0.73 

Random Forest 0.69 0.74 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.75 0.73 0.75 

KNN 0.65 0.63 0.71 0.63 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.66 

Naive Bayes 0.36 0.35 0.56 0.35 0.36 0.35 0.57 0.35 

E
m

o
ti

o
n

 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

N
o

n
-S

te
m

m
in

g
 

0.71 0.66 0.80 0.66 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.84 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.72 0.67 0.80 0.67 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.78 

Logistic Regression 0.81 0.80 0.83 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.80 

Random Forest 0.78 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.80 0.80 

KNN 0.71 0.67 0.77 0.67 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.79 

Naive Bayes 0.22 0.23 0.78 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.23 

SVM (kernel: RBF) 

S
te

m
m

in
g

 

0.71 0.66 0.80 0.66 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.84 

SVM (kernel: Poly) 0.72 0.67 0.80 0.67 0.80 0.78 0.82 0.78 

Logistic Regression 0.81 0.80 0.83 0.80 0.81 0.80 0.83 0.80 

Random Forest 0.78 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.76 0.80 

KNN 0.70 0.66 0.77 0.66 0.74 0.72 0.76 0.72 

Naive Bayes 0.22 0.23 0.78 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.78 0.22 
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In the hyperparameter tuning experiments, the 

performance metrics showcased in Table 3 are derived from 

employing hyperparameters that yield optimal performance. 

The quest for optimal parameters utilizes Python’s Grid 

Search library. The resulting optimal parameter combinations 

for each category are outlined in Table 4. In the context of 

topic modelling experiments, the coherence value serves as a 

pivotal metric for evaluating the resultant topic models. 

Determining the optimal number of topics is guided by the 

coherence score, which gauges the semantic cohesion of 

words within each topic [46]. A higher coherence score 

signifies a more robustly constructed model [46]. Illustrated in 

Figure 7, the highest coherence value within the negative class 

is 0.59, achieved with 16 topics. Table 5 presents three out of 

the 16 topics observed, along with their distribution and 

interpretation within the negative class. Further insights into 

the assessment outcomes of review classification and topic 

modelling are expounded upon in Section 4. To identify 

actionable feedback for enhancing the application, the top 

three topics were extracted from five distinct classes: negative, 

application, bug reports, anger, and positive. The topics, along 

with their interpretations, can be found in Table 5 (negative), 

Table 6 (application), Table 7 (bug reports), Table 8 (anger), 

and Table 9 (positive), respectively. These insights provide 

valuable direction for refining the application based on user 

feedback. 

Table 4. Optimal hyperparameter configuration 

Category Best Algorithm Hyperparameter 

Sentiment SVM (kernel: RBF) {'estimator__C': 10, 'estimator__gamma': 0.01} 

Objectives Random Forest 

{'estimator__bootstrap': True, 'estimator__max_depth': 20, 'estimator__max_ 

features': 3, 'estimator__min_samples_leaf': 2, 'estimator__min_samples_split': 10, 

'estimator__n_estimators': 200} 

Type of Information SVM (kernel: RBF) {'estimator__C': 10, 'estimator__gamma': 0.1} 

Emotions SVM (kernel: RBF) {'estimator__C': 10, 'estimator__gamma': 0.01} 

Table 5. Examples of topics and the interpretation for negative class 

1 

0.055*"sms" + 0.041*"token" + 0.026*"send" + 0.019*"convenient" + 

0.012*"feeling" + 0.011*"enter" + 0.010*"server" + 0.009*"free" + 

0.009* "cost" + 0.009*"troublesome" 

Interpretation: Customers feel inconvenienced 

because tokens are sent via SMS and charges are 

charged to the customer. 

2 

0.057*"update" + 0.041*"can" + 0.036*"no" + 0.033*"application" + 

0.030*"why" + 0.024*"open" + 0.021*"difficult" + 0.019*"error" +  

0.019* "simobi" + 0.018*"login" 

Interpretation: Cannot update an error when logging 

in. 

3 

0.033*"password" + 0.031*"noise" + 0.031*"pin" + 0.030*"true" + 

0.028*"blocked" + 0.020*"bad" + 0.019*"false" + 0.019*"blocked" + 

0.018* "reset" + 0.017*"enter" 

Interpretation: The account is blocked/you have to 

reset the password to enter the application because the 

pin/password is detected incorrectly, but the customer 

feels it is correct. 

Table 6. Examples of topics and the interpretation for application class 

1 

4, 0.055*"fast" + 0.035*"stars" + 0.035*"like" + 0.031*"makes it easy" + 

0.031*"love" + 0.029*"transaction" + 0.028*"makes it easy" + 

0.024*"smiles" + 0.024*"free" + 0.024*"add" 

Interpretation: Feel satisfied because 

the application can make transactions 

easier. 

2 

3, 0.036*"error" + 0.033*"login" + 0.031*"bad" + 0.030*"login" + 

0.028*"no" + 0.027*"transfer" + 0.025*"bank" + 0.025*"difficult" + 

0.023*"credit" + 0.022*"balance" 

Interpretation: Error when logging in 

and difficulty in making a transfer. 

3 

11, 0.094*"update" + 0.073*"can" + 0.064*"no" + 0.062*"application" + 

0.044*"why" + 0.043*"easy" + 0.043*"transaction" + 0.040*"simobi" + 

0.039*"open" + 0.029*"complicated" 

Interpretation: Difficult to open the 

application and make transactions after 

the update. 

Table 7. Examples of topics and the interpretation for bug reports class 

1 

0.009*"claim" + 0.005*"morning" + 0.005*"gift" + 0.004*"reward" + 0.004* 

"difficult" + 0.004*"urgent" + 0.004*"hang" + 0.003*"shopeepay" + 0.003* 

"maintenance" + 0.003*"shopee" 

Interpretation: Difficult to claim 

rewards. 

2 
0.025*"update" + 0.022*"can" + 0.020*"why" + 0.019*"open" + 0.017*"application" 

+ 0.017*"no" + 0.017*"error" + 0.013*"balance" + 0.013* "login" + 0.012*"failed" 

Interpretation: Can’t update and 

can’t open the application/login. 

3 
0.006*"face" + 0.006*"send" + 0.006*"bill" + 0.006*"open" + 0.006*"credit" + 

0.006*"error" + 0.005*"problem" + 0.005*"pay" + 0.005* "like" + 0.005*"top" 

Interpretation: An error occurred 

when sending the bill payment. 
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Fig. 7 Coherence values 

 
Fig. 8 Confusion matrix 
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Table 8. Examples of topics and the interpretation for anger class 

1 

0.017*"frequency" + 0.017*"update" + 0.016*"claim" + 0.007*"change" + 

0.006*"check" + 0.006*"display" + 0.006*"always" + 0.006*"play" + 0.006* 

"selfie" + 0.005*"hopefully" 

Interpretation: Too frequent 

application updates. 

2 

0.057*"update" + 0.038*"can" + 0.029*"no" + 0.029*"why" + 0.026* 

"application" + 0.022*"open" + 0.019*"error" + 0.017*"simobi" + 0.016* 

"balance" + 0.016*"bad" 

Interpretation: Cannot open the 

application and check the balance after 

updating. 

3 

0.014*"true" + 0.013*"register" + 0.011*"account" + 0.011*"pin" + 0.010* 

"failed" + 0.010*"download" + 0.010*"login" + 0.010*"complicated" + 0.010* 

"app" + 0.009*"bank" 

Interpretation: The pin entered was 

correct and the same as when registered 

but failed to enter. 

Table 9. Examples of topics and the interpretation for the positive class 

1 0.039*"easy" + 0.033*"satisfying" + 0.031*"application" + 

0.028*"convenient" + 0.028*"fair" + 0.027*"top" + 0.025*"safe" + 

0.020*"transfer" + 0.019* "free" + 0.013*"update" 

Interpretation: 

Feel easy, satisfied, and comfortable in using the 

application. Happy with the Free Transfer Fee 

service provided by the bank. 

 

3.6. Deployment 

Deployment in this research is a process of analyzing the 

results and evaluating the review classification and topic 

selection. A description of the analysis can be seen in Section 

4. Interpretation of each result obtained and important matters 

relating to the company’s business side can be seen in this 

section. Recommendations will also be provided that are easy 

for companies to understand so that they can be used as 

analytical material that can support companies in making 

decisions regarding the development of the SimobiPlus 

mobile banking application. 

4. Result and Discussion 
This section presents a thorough discussion of the 

experimental findings. Upon examining the evaluation metrics 

outlined in Table 3, disparities from prior research [39] 

emerge, indicating that employing stemming in processing 

SimobiPlus mobile banking user reviews yield no significant 

impact on model performance. Remarkably, across all 

categories, the accuracy values of algorithms with optimal 

performance remain consistent between experiments with and 

without stemming. Moreover, the observed higher F1-Score, 

Accuracy, Precision, and Recall metrics in experiments 

incorporating hyperparameter tuning underscore its efficacy 

in enhancing model performance. 

When examining the model performance depicted in 

Table 3 across sentiment analysis experiments, SVM (kernel: 

RBF) emerges as the top performer, achieving the highest F1-

Score and accuracy rates of 91% for sentiment labels, 76% for 

types of information, and 84% for emotions. Remarkably, this 

echoes findings from prior research [6], [7], [8], emphasizing 

SVM’s consistent efficacy in attaining commendable 

accuracy levels. Notably, for label classification tasks, 

Random Forest demonstrates superior performance, boasting 

an impressive F1-Score and accuracy of 96%. Conversely, 

Naïve Bayes falls short in accuracy due to its lack of 

parameters for data balancing, such as class_weight = 

‘balanced’, setting it apart from other algorithms. We also 

visualize the confusion matrix of the algorithms deemed 

noteworthy for discussion within each category in Figure 8. 

Several key highlights from the visualizations include: 

• The True Positive (TP) value for sentiment categories 

(1,263) surpasses both False Positives (FP) and False 

Negatives (FN) (124). This indicates the model’s success 

in minimizing prediction errors by keeping FP and FN 

rates at a low level. 

• In the objectives category, Naïve Bayes lacks parameters 

for equalizing weights in imbalanced testing data. 

Consequently, it yields significantly higher precision 

compared to other evaluation metrics (resulting in too 

many app-related classes predicted as company-related 

classes). 

• TP values (897) exceed both FN and FP in the type of 

information category (user experience and rating classes). 

This model excels in predicting these two classes. 

• TP values (1,068) also surpass FN and FP in the emotions 

category (joy and angry classes), indicating the model’s 

proficiency in predicting these two classes. 

Further evaluation of the emotional classes implemented 

in this study is also imperative. Upon examination of Figures 

6 and 8, it becomes evident that the angry and happy classes 

overwhelmingly dominate the spectrum of emotions 

expressed in SimobiPlus user reviews. This imbalance results 

in the model’s overfitting to these two classes, consequently 

diminishing its sensitivity in predicting other classes.In 

addition to addressing one of the primary objectives of this 

research, which involves identifying areas frequently 

reviewed for company evaluation and improvement, the 

analysis will focus on topics pertinent to user complaints and 

application development across Positive (Table 9), Negative 

(Table 5), Application (Table 6), Bug Reports (Table 7), and 
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Anger (Table 8) categories. Among the myriad topics 

discussed by users, updates emerge as the foremost concern, 

often leading to errors upon app launch or while checking 

balances post-update. Users express frustration over frequent 

memory and data-intensive update prompts. Additionally, 

account blocks due to PIN errors despite accurate entries and 

errors during point redemption are prevalent issues 

highlighted in bug reports and anger-related discussions. 

Moving beyond application improvement requests, a recurring 

theme in corporate discourse revolves around perceived 

delays in the bank’s responsiveness to customer issues. 

Furthermore, grievances related to OTP authentication in the 

disgust category underscore user concerns. Users reliant on 

Wi-Fi/data packages lacking phone credit encounter hurdles 

accessing specific app features, thereby disrupting their 

activities. Moreover, Shopeepay and Dana, two prominent 

digital payment platforms, emerge as focal points in the 

feature request category, indicating user demand for their 

inclusion within the SimobiPlus application. In the positive 

domain, free transfer fees emerge as the most discussed 

aspect, evoking user satisfaction. The fee-free transfer feature 

via Bi-Fast offered by the SimobiPlus application serves as a 

notable advantage, motivating users to conduct transactions 

through SimobiPlus mobile banking. 

From the elucidation of frequently discussed topics, 

several practical implications emerge as valuable lessons for 

banks or developers: 

1. Enhancing the current system to prevent errors upon 

application launch and balance checking post-update. 

2. Being more responsive in addressing customer issues. 

3. Considering alternative authentication methods to replace 

OTP usage within the application flow. 

4. Sustaining the Free Transfer Fee feature. 

 

These recommendations offer actionable insights for 

improving user experience and optimizing the functionality of 

the application. 

5. Conclusion 
In conclusion, this study demonstrates the value of multi-

dimensional sentiment analysis and topic modelling for 

understanding user perspectives on mobile banking 

applications. By leveraging advanced NLP techniques and a 

large-scale dataset of user reviews, we identified key drivers 

of user satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the SimobiPlus 

app in Indonesia. Our results highlight the importance of 

stable app performance, seamless login and update processes, 

and continuous feature innovation for meeting evolving 

customer needs. Methodologically, our comparison of various 

machine learning algorithms and text representations (e.g., 

stemming vs. non-stemming, hyperparameter tuning vs non-

hyperparameter tuning) provides practical insights for 

researchers and practitioners working on similar text 

classification tasks in Indonesian or other low-resource 

languages. The strong performance of SVM with 

hyperparameter tuning and the minimal impact of stemming 

offer valuable benchmarks for future studies. However, our 

study also has several limitations that should be addressed in 

future work. The reliance on a single app and time period may 

limit the generalizability of the findings to other mobile 

banking contexts. Additionally, the manual labeling of review 

categories (e.g., information type, emotions) introduces some 

subjectivity and potential inconsistencies. Future research 

could explore more sophisticated methods for automated 

review categorization and sentiment scoring. 
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